
120" Electric Motorised Projector Screen TV +Remote

RRP: $669.95

120" Electric Projector Screen TV with Wireless Remote

Another fantastic product from RANDY AND TRAVIS MACHINERY - this

120" Electric Projector Screen TV with Wireless Remote brings all the

excitement of the cinema experience to your home entertainment viewing.

A smart alternative to ordinary television screens, the projector screen is

perfect for film and video watching, and it's also ideal for classroom and

conference room presentations. Use the wall-mounted control—or the

included wireless remote control for maximum convenience—and at the

touch of a button the screen slides out of its compact, stylish casing.

When not in use, the screen slides back just as easily.

Premium construction begins with a professional-grade, precision-matte

fabric for superior image reproduction, regardless of viewing angle. A

bright white gain for a bright, clear picture, along with a black edge to

diminish unwanted visual noise. The result is "window-like" crystal clarity

and exceptional detail that you will have to see to believe. The screen is

designed for both the classic 4:3 aspect ratio as well as the 16:9 high-

definition (widescreen) aspect ratio.

Pride of craftsmanship extends to a solidly-constructed, weighted frame,

which assures the image stays perfectly flat. And the electronic motor

features a smooth, whisper-quiet operation.

Enjoy razor-sharp details and vivid colors, and make your images come

alive like never before, with the 120" Electric Projector Screen TV with

Wireless Remote.

Features of the 120" Electric Projector Screen TV with Wireless Remote:Features of the 120" Electric Projector Screen TV with Wireless Remote:

120-inch screen, measured diagonally; 244 x 183 cm (width x
height)
Precision-matte fabric for superior clarity, detail, and overall image
reproduction
Black-edged screen combats visual noise
Weighted frame assures perfectly flat image
Wireless remote control included, along with wall-mounted control
Smooth and quiet motorised control
Simple setup and installation - wall or ceiling mounting capable
Stylish, slim, and lightweight casing when screen is not in use
Color of casing: white
Length of casing: 277cm

Attributes:Attributes:
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Size: 120"
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